
GarlicSim — Pythonic framework for computer simulations.

Are computer simulations an important tool 
for your research?

GarlicSim is a dedicated framework for 

working with simulations. It lets you spend 

your time working on the real content of your 
simulation.

What kinds of simulations are we talking 
about here?

Any kind of simulation: Physics simulations, 
Game Theory simulations, biology, epidemic 

spread, electronics… Anything.

As it turns out, quite a lot. In all simulations 

there is a concept of a timeline. A concept of 
a world state. A concept of world laws that 

govern how the simulation progresses in 
time.

Every computer simulation is a “world within 

a world.”

You shouldn’t waste your time reinventing 

the wheel for your own specific simulation–
Use the experience and techniques 

developed in the GarlicSim project instead.

What do these different kinds of simulations 

have to do with each other anyway?

http://garlicsim.orgMore information, downloads, 
and installation instructions at: 

GarlicSim is currently in alpha. You are encouraged to download and install it from the website. Any questions, 
feedback or suggestions will be greatly appreciated. Contact Ram Rachum, <ram@garlicsim.org>.

The “time tree” lets you 

explore different possible 
scenarios in parallel time-

lines. It’s kind of like 

source control: You can 
always go back to any 

previous world-state.

The seek bar lets you 
browse the timeline of the 

simulation. Your simulation 

is “crunched ahead” when 
you’re playing it, kind of 

like when watching a 
YouTube clip.

This is GarlicSim’s GUI. Note that the GUI is only an optional 

part of GarlicSim; You may use all of GarlicSim’s functionality as a 
conventional Python package, without touching the GUI.

A standard Python shell
is included, so you can 

inspect and analyze your 
simulation results in your 

own way, using whichever 

third-party modules that 
you want.

Playback controls for 

playing\pausing the 

simulation, and changing 
playback speed.

The state viewer shows 
the current world state. In 

this example we have a Life 

simulation, but if, for 
example, it was a Physics 

simulation, we could have a 
3D view of the simulated 

bodies.

Some screenshots of simulations in different fields

World states and step functions

step function

step function

Every simulation in GarlicSim has a 
concept of a world state and a step 

function.

A world state can be thought of as a 
frozen moment in time in the world of the 

simulation. A world state contains all the 
information there is about that moment in 

time in the simulation.

A step function is a function that takes a 

world state, and outputs the next world 

state. It is the heart of every simulation 
package.


